
Experimen�ng with Weld on Wool
Abstract
An inves�ga�on into dyeing wool with weld. There were four extrac�on condi�ons (50°C or 
95°C and grown on chalk or clay), four dyebath condi�ons (70°C vs 90°C and 30 mins vs 90 
mins) and twelve mordan�ng condi�ons consis�ng of two �me dura�ons, two temperatures 
and three assistant condi�ons (no cream of tartar, baking cream of tartar and dyer's cream of 
tartar). Half of the samples were le� to fade for several months.

The dependent variable was a perceptual ranking of the strength of colour. Samples were also 
categorised by tonal quality of yellow (straw vs acid). 

As expected, �me in the dyebath deepened the colour. The source and extrac�on of the weld 
did not affect the colour whereas mordan�ng was very important and interac�ons were 
assessed. High alum gave strong, clear, fast colours but it was not the only way to achieve 
these results. Cream of tartar's effects were complex. Whether and what type to use 
depended on several variables. 

Dyebaths of 90°C were more likely to produce straw coloured rather than clear acid yellows. 
However mordan�ng with 5% alum either without cream of tartar or only using baking cream 
of tartar also resulted in straw yellows even at low dyebath temperatures.

Susan Dye, Brian Bond, and Ashley Walker

Methodology
Reasons for the Experiment

In the area of cra� dyeing there are many conflic�ng recipes and we were interested to find out 
which factors produced the best results. We chose Weld (Reseda luteola) as the dye stuff as it is 
generally accepted as being the most ligh�ast and versa�le yellow dye that can be obtained. We 
worked with woollen yarn for ease of mordan�ng and handling.

We sought to understand what causes weld to dye different shades of yellow, ranging from a 
bright acid tone to a warmer ‘straw’ colour, including the effect of using different sources of 
cream of tartar as a mordan�ng assistant. 

The extrac�on factors were temperature (50°C or 95°C) and source of weld (grown on chalk or 
clay). All combina�ons of the two factors provided 4 different condi�ons. 

The dyebath factors were temperature (70° or 90°C) and �me (30 mins vs 90 mins) producing 
four different condi�ons.

The mordan�ng factors were �me (30 and 90 minutes), temperature (70°C and 90°C) and 
assistant (no cream of tartar, baking cream of tartar or dyer's cream of tartar). These three 
factors produced 12 different condi�ons.

We split each of the resul�ng 192 samples in two and le� one of the pair to fade in a window 
for 3 winter months.

How we measured colour and analysed the yarn samples
Lacking any method for measuring colour quan�ta�vely, our dependent variable was a 
perceptual ranking of the strength of colour. However, ranking all 384 samples was too large and 
difficult a task for our human eyes. So we selected a representa�ve subset of 48 samples across 
the design space post experiment using a D-op�mal design and ranked these 48. We also 
categorised samples by tonal quality of yellow (straw vs acid). 

Note: This experiment was undertaken in 2009 and presented to the London Guild of 
Weavers Spinners and Dyers in July 2010. It has not been published un�l now. 
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Mordanting recipes over time

Cream of Tartar
concentration

Alum concentration

A factorial explora�on of the 
extrac�on, mordan�ng and 
dyebath condi�ons for 
dyeing wool with weld.

A selec�on of cra� 
recipes charted against 
date for the mordan�ng 
of wool fibre showing 
the recommended 
weight of alum and 
Cream of Tartar

Number of condi�ons = 2x2x3  x   2x2    x    2x2    x    2    =    384 samples

12 mordanting
factors

4 dyebath
factors

4 extraction
factors

2 fading
factors

How our prac�ce might change as a result of the experiment

Check how the fleece selected for a project is affected by hea�ng and by mordan�ng (with baking, dyer's 
cream of tartar or none at all).

Control alum concentra�on and temperature of the dyebath much more consciously, e.g.

Ÿ Less alum, dyer's CoT and cooler dyeing for bright lemon yellows for overdyeing 

Ÿ More alum or ho�er dyeing to obtain colourfast, straw yellows

Always be systema�c about weighing dry fibre, otherwise there is no control over alum concentra�on at all 
and this clearly ma�ers a great deal. 

More confidence to explore solar dyeing as low temperatures clearly can give good results.

In par�cular we wanted to make a systema�c comparison of dyers CoT (potassium hydrogen tartrate), 
baking CoT (potassium bitartrate) and no CoT.

Four important interac�ons were found to affect the strength of colour. Alum concentra�on with 
mordan�ng dura�on, alum concentra�on with mordan�ng assistant (cream of tartar), alum 
concentra�on with temperature of dyebath and alum concentra�on with fading.

Before fading the conc. of Alum did not affect the depth of 
colour. Fading was present at all levels of Alum 
concentra�on. However, with low alum concentra�ons the effect is greater. As expected, cu�ng 
down on alum increases fading, even with the Dyer's CoT. But, it is possible that we should have 
increased the CoT in propor�on to the Alum.

Advice for the cra� dyer
You need to decide if fading ma�ers to your project. A demonstra�on for teaching dyeing is 
different from making a project to  keep.

4) Alum Concentra�on x Fading

Increasing the �me spent in the dyebath 
increases the strength of yellow.

Time in Dyebath

How we grew, dried and extracted the Weld made no discernible difference to the colours. 

How much alum to use is very important. Assessing interac�ons is the only way to see the range of effects.

High alum gives strong, clear, fast colours but it is not the only way to achieve these results. 

Cream of tartar’s effects are complex. Whether to use it and, if so, what type to use depends …. 

Avoid hot dyebaths if you need clearer colours but also watch out for weak alum and keep the pH acid. 

We can see be�er now why the cra� books say plant dyeing is largely 
unrepeatable, but it needn’t be so.

What the composi�onal difference between baking cream of tartar and  dyers cream of tartar?

Mordanting Conditions

Results: analysing the groupingResults: char�ng the interac�ons

Important Interac�ons affec�ng 
strength of colour. 

1) Alum Conc x Mordan�ng Time

2) Alum Conc x Mordan�ng Assistant

3) Alum Conc x Temp. of Dyebath

4) Alum Conc x Fading

Addi�onally:
Time in dyebath is important, But the 
weld source and extrac�on temperature 
were not important.

Screening for real effects

4 groups

Merged groups 1&2 to form “Pale” group

Merged groups 3&4 to form “Strong” group

Assessed distribu�on of Pale/Strong across different 
factor combina�ons.

The results were consistent with the ranking.

Merged groups 1&3 to form “Dirty” group

Merged groups 2&4 to form “Clean” group

Assessed distribu�on of Dirty/Clean across different 
factor combina�ons.

Plo�ed bar charts of the frequency tables.
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pH of mordant baths and the effect of CoT
The baking cream of tartar did not affect the pH at low 
alum concentra�on and only a li�le at high alum 
concentra�on. The dyeing cream of tartar changed the pH 
considerably towards the acid at low and high alum 
concentra�ons.

What is the composi�onal difference between the baking 
CoT and the Dyers Cot?

Note: Tap water used in the
experiment was pH 6.6

Increasing the �me spent in the dyebath increases the strength of yellow. We found that the 
source and extrac�on temperature of the weld made no discernible difference to the colours. 
However, the amount of alum used in mordan�ng was very important and the range of 
effects was examined by assessing interac�ons. High alum gives strong, clear, fast colours but 
it is not the only way to achieve these results. Cream of tartar's effects are complex. Whether 
to use it and, if so, what type to use depends on several variables. 
In general, it's best to avoid hot dyebaths (over 70°C) if you need clearer, brighter colours but 
also watch out for weak alum. In par�cular le�ng the dyebath simmer (90°C) was more likely 
to increase the frequency of straw coloured yellows rather than the bright acid yellows. 
However, mordan�ng at 5% alum either without CoT or only using baking CoT also resulted in 
straw yellows even at low dyebath temperatures.
We therefore agree with the asser�on by some that if you can't source dyer's cream of tartar 
you might as well not use any at all. We also no�ced that white wool can discolour during 
mordan�ng or hea�ng so it  is advisable to test for this whenever using a new source of wool 
before choosing a dyebath temperature.

Conclusions
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Inves�ga�on of Mordant condi�ons.

Low Alum concentra�ons give dirty yellows.

The type of assistant is also influen�al in producing 
dirty yellows.

However at 15% Alum there are dirty samples. So what 
else is happening?

Mordanted wool prior to dyeing

For short mordan�ng �mes, lower alum concentra�ons give lighter yellows (lower in the ranking).  
However, high alum concentra�ons for a short �me in the mordant bath yields  darker yellows. 

Longer mordan�ng gives darker yellows regardless of alum concentra�on.

Advice for the cra� dyer
This interac�on suggests that you can use less alum and compensate by mordan�ng for longer
… but see later on for fading.

1) Alum Concentra�on x Mordan�ng Time

Lower Alum concentra�on, regardless of the type of CoT 
produces lighter yellows

However, with high alum concentra�ons there is good evidence that CoT deepens the colour and 
that dyer’s CoT gives darker yellows than baking CoT.

Advice for the cra� dyer
Baking cream of tartar is much be�er than nothing with a 15% alum concentra�on. Whereas at 
5% concentra�on of alum, baking and dyer's CoT are iden�cal and scarcely be�er than nothing.

2) Alum Concentra�on x Mordan�ng Assistant
Cream of Tartar is an acid salt, which works as a buffer: it prevents the liquor from becoming too 
alkaline and helps the alum to dissolve.

Higher dyebath temperatures produce deeper yellows regardless of the alum concentra�on.  

However, with high alum concentra�ons the effect of temperature is greater than at low 
concentra�ons.

Advice for the cra� dyer
If you want to achieve a wide range of shades by varying the temperature then use higher alum 
concentra�ons. Or for consistency, use low alum and it won’t ma�er so much if you have 
difficulty controlling the temperature.

3) Alum Concentra�on x Temperature of Dyebath

90°C Dyebath temperature increases the frequency of dirty yellows. 

However, the neutral pH at 5% Alum of no CoT and Baking CoT also gives a higher frequency of 
dirty yellows even at low dyebath temperatures.

Inves�ga�on of Dyebath temperature

Clean acid yellows

First year Weld plants Dissolving the Alum

“dirty” straw yellows
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